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OpenNebula 3.8

In Ubuntu and Debian onemarket installs to /use/bin/onemarket
Related issues:
Related to Bug # 1744: In Ubuntu and Debian, onemarket installs to the wrong ...

Closed

01/29/2013

History
#1 - 02/05/2013 04:15 PM - Simon Boulet
Do you maintain a separate Git repo for the debian packaging? The only way I found to build a custom Debian package is to get /debian from here [1]
and merge with a git pull of the latest release. Wouldn't merging the packaging scripts in the main source tree be easier to maintain and easier for
other to contribute?
[1] http://dev.opennebula.org/attachments/download/648/opennebula_3.8.3-1.debian.tar.gz

#2 - 02/06/2013 04:58 AM - Simon Boulet
- File debian-install-onemarket-usr-bin.patch added
#3 - 02/06/2013 08:57 AM - Ruben S. Montero
Simon Boulet wrote:
Do you maintain a separate Git repo for the debian packaging? The only way I found to build a custom Debian package is to get /debian from here
[1] and merge with a git pull of the latest release. Wouldn't merging the packaging scripts in the main source tree be easier to maintain and easier
for other to contribute?
[1] http://dev.opennebula.org/attachments/download/648/opennebula_3.8.3-1.debian.tar.gz

Hi Simon,
Thanks for the patch :).... We are in the process of integrating the source code of the apps within the OpenNebula source tree. This should probably
happen before 4.0 or right after that.
Thanks again for your contributions to OpenNebula
Ruben

#4 - 04/17/2013 10:53 AM - Jaime Melis

01/28/2021

1/2

- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed
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